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Abstract
Introduction: Activity-based costing system is one of the new systems of costing price of
products and services for providing the required information for managers. It helps the users
with correct and appropriate deciesions. The present study aims at determining the costing
price of the services based on activity costing method in Lamerd Valiyeasr Hospital.
Methods: The present study is a cross-sectional and practical study. In this study, 9 activity
centers were evaluated based on activity-based costing in Lamerd Valiyeasr Hospital in
2013. Data collecting instruments were check list of the direct and indirect costs of the
related activity centers. In this study the costs were evaluated by direct allotment method.
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Results: The results indicate that the costing price in these 9 activity centers is more than
the tariff rate enacted in 2011-2012 with a significant difference.
Conclusion: The present study showed that there is a significant difference between the
real price of the studied activities and the enacted traiffs. The costing price of the services
can be reducted by improving functions, specially, by revising human resource management
actions and also by standardizing the services utilization to reduce the utilizing costs.
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Introduction:
Regarding the significance of the authentic
information avilability in managers' decision-making
and the development of advanced technologies in
different aspects with an increase in complexity and
diversity of the activities, understanding these
changes and evaluating their effects on the
organizational costs are of high significance. The
significance is doubled for the service providers as to
the fact that there are more diversity and changes in
these units comparing to the production activities.
Obviously, understanding these activities and
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evaluating their effects on the costing price of the
services required designing an appropriate and
effective costing system which can recognize the
diversity and the complexity of the activities and also
take into account their effects on costing of giving
services. Hospitals and other health care centers are
increasingly encountered with a challenging and
competitive environment. Much focus on the quality
of taking care of sick people, the high cost of
providing services and the severe competition are
among the factors which force these organizations to
revise their service provider units (1). There has been
no practical action or even theoretical studies related
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to identifying the costs and calculating the costing
price of the services provided by the service related
activities in hospitals and considering the
significance of financial information and the costing
price in the managers' decision makings from
different aspects, it is necessary to study and present
applied and practical methods in this area. In this
vein, increasing the authenticity, accuracy, and
relevancy of costing information for making the right
managerial and costing decisions is one of the main
challenges in hospitals (2).
In hospitals, on the contrary to other economical
sectors such as industry traditional systems are not
effective and calculating the costing. As it is the
purpose of each costing management system to
provide the precise and useful information for
organization so that they can present their materials
and services with high quality in a competitive
environment (3). Thus, it is necessarily required to
study and investigate the various systems in this area
and to apply the new systems of costing common
worldwide and it should be considered in a special
way. Costing can be defined as the cost of evaluating
the final price of the product (4) during the past
decades, there has been a great progress in costing
methods including the most recent activity-based
costing (5,6) “activity-based costing” system or to
use a more commonly used term “ABC” system, is a
method for measuring the costing, activity functions,
and costing destinations.The costs are divided into
the costs of the activities in levels of unit, category
(group), product, and the cost in the level of the
institution (7). Applying appropriate methods, this
system take into account the effects of activity
changes, complexity, variety and the special
properties of each activity in calculating its costing
price. In fact, this method is designed based on the
hypothesis that the activities and the resources and as
a result the costs are devoted to it and so are the
products and the services (8). In another term, the
basic assumption of activity-based costing is that the
activities are spent on making products, the resources
are spent on activities and the costs are spent on
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sources (9).
As so, this method has correlated the costs to the
activities based on the degree of applying the sources
and then devoted them to the costing destinations
based on the degree of the activities applied (6). In
this way, the activity-based costing focus is on
providing accurate information about the costs of the
products (9). The structure of activity-based costing
is formed by two steps: the first steps include
evaluating the resources which are not directly
included in the costing category of the product and
are related to the supporting activities. In the second
step, the cost of each activity is devoted to a product
comparing to a selected criterion based on the
content of that activity (5).
Evaluation of function (10) directing decisions
(11) assisting to making right budget a distinguishing
feature of this system is its ability to precisely
determine the costs and to present non-financial
information to improve function and increase the
efficiency of activities and to the last possible extent,
it quantitatively computethese effects in calculating
the costing price of the services and the products
using appropriate methods. Considering the point
that the main elements and sources used in service
giver units are the human activities, applying this
system is really useful because of its abilities and
utilities.

Methods:
The present study is a cross-sectional and
practical one in which the costing price of the activity
center is calculated using the activity-based costing
(ABC) method in Lamerd Valiyeasr Hospital. The
data for this study is gathered through 15 cost-related
forms and also through the study of the related
documents and proofs and also through interview
and observation. In general, the method of this study
can be defined in a format of six steps:
The steps performed to calculate the costing price
in the studying area are:

The first step is segregating and determining the activity centers including:
1. Functional activity centers
2. Recognizing activity centers
3. Supporting and official activity centers
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Activity centers

Operational/
functional level
activity center
(patient-based)

Diagnostic level
activity center
(output-based)

Official sections and

Supporting level
activity center
(service-based)

Diagnostic sections

Operational sections

-management

-endoscopy

-emergency

-official services and

- radiology

-intern emergencies

personnel

- sonography

- accounting

- mammography

-heart surgury

-supplies

laboratory

- urology surgury

services

-

-surgical emergency

- information and

-

-haematology

- surgery2

admissions

-

-parasitology

- surgery3

- urology

- surgery 4

- nutrition and kitchen

-echocardiography

- inward/interior units

-hospital pharmacy

-sport test

- inward unit1

-medical equipments

-injections

-inward unit2

-strile

-

-installation and

-intensive care units

technical services

-inward ICU

- general services and
cleaning
-telecommunications

Surgical

intensive care
-

Coronary care unit
-recovery units

- transportation
-tailoring
- kitchen
- security guard
-computer
-nursery room
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The second step: costing in the activity centers
The next step in designing the recommended
system is identifying the manner of the costs in each
activity centerwhich can be divided into two
categories of direct and indirect costs. The costs are
divided based on the purpose of the cost.
1. Personnel costs: includes all costs paid to
personnel by the hospital
2. Consumed material costs: includes direct and
indirect costs
The third step: evaluates the costing functions in
service- giver and official activity centers, accounting
unit activity center, income and salary accounting,
calculating the salaries and the advantages of the
hospital personnel including overtime work, new
design, calculating taxes and other paid premium
which are related to the hospital personnel in one
way or the other.
2- The activity center of the warehouses
Applying ABCsystem of the warehouses is
based on the works which are being done.
3- The supplies unit activity center
The supplies unit is divided into miscellaneous
activity centers based on the services it gives to
different units of the hospital.
4- Computer activity cent
The information about the number of the
available computers in different activity centers of
the hospital has been identified and determined.
5- Official and Personnel activity center
Cost allotment in this unit is on the basis of “the
number of working people (formalpersonnel and
trainee)” in each unit.
6- Transportation activity center
According to the results of the analysis of the
activity in this activity center, all the services in this
center are devoted to the management activity center
and the activity center of the operating units.
7- The activity center of medical proof unit and
reception of bedridden patients
The unit of the medical proofs acts in forming
dossier and keeping the bedridden patient and the
outpatients’ resumes. The activities of this unit start
since the time the patient is accepted by forming a
dossier for him/her and goes on till the patient is
discharged. The costs are identified according to the
information from this activity center during
thisperiod.
8- Hospital pharmacy activity center
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Hospital pharmacy prepares the drug
manuscripts and also a combination of all drugs
required by different units of the hospital. Costs are
allotted to this unit on the basis of “the number of the
prepared medical items” for the units of the hospital.
9- Laundry activity center
This unit washes and prepares the clothes and the
sheets and all other textiles needed in hospital units.
It mainly gives services to the operational units. After
gathering the costs related to this activity center and
determining the cost allotted to it, according to output
(the washed clothes (kilo)), the cost price will be
calculated based on the outputs.
10- The security guard activity center
This unit, like all other supporting units, acts in
giving services to all other units of hospital. To have
more real allotments in this activity center, the
number of the units and the percent of the services
which use the security guard activity center were
determined, so that on the basis of these allotments
the costs of this activity center will be devoted to
other sections.
To allot the costs of this activity center, a part of
the collected costs in this center is devoted on the
basis of “the watching hours” in each unit, and
another part which is related to the whole hospital is
devoted on the basis of “the physical infrastructure
area” in each unit. Thus, some activity centers of the
hospital, receive both the direct costs of the security
guard unit and a part of the whole hospital security
guard cost.
11- Management activity center: the most logical
basis for cost allotment to this activity center is “the
number of working people”.
12- Nursing office activity center: the most
logical basis for cost allotment to this activity center
is “the number of working people from nursing
office in other activity centers”.
13- Telecommunication activity center: the most
logical basis for cost allotment to this activity center
is “the number of working people in other activity
centers”.
14- Hospital general service activity center: the
whole costs of this activity center is allotted to other
activity centers after collecting and on the basis of
“the square infrastructure area”.
15- The activity center of the technical and
installation services
The costs are allotted to this activity center based
on different factors including “the physical
infrastructure area” related to the activity center, “the
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number of working people” in each activity center “
the amount of used water or other installations” and
etc. Where the main activities of this activity center
are related to operating and keeping the installation
system, repairing and rebuilding services of the
different units of the hospital, thus, using the
“physical infrastructure area” basis related to each
unit can be indicative of the functions and the
activities of this center to a great extent and cause the
cost to be logically allotted to this activity center.
16- Oxygen provision activity center
Costing of this activity center in hospitals
equipped with central oxygen system which provides
oxygen for all the operative and diagnostic units is
different from those providing their needed oxygen
from thesupplies unit and oxygen cylinders. That is
because in hospitals equipped with central oxygen
system, the main cost of this activity center is related
to the depreciation of machineries and equipments
and only a low percent of its costs are considered the
flow costs. But, in hospitals which provides their
needed oxygen from the supplies unit, its main costs
are those of current costs and the changing costs are
related to buying oxygen capsule.According to the
investigations done in this area, and the experts’
viewpoints, since oxygen cylinders are part of the
unit chattels and they are distributed based on each of
operative units, thus, using the basis of “number of
oxygen cylinders” in each unit can be indicative of
the function of this basis and the amount it is used.
The fourth steps: cost allotments
Cost allotment methods are:
1-4 direct allotment method
In this method, the costs of all the activity centers
are allotted merely to these centers based on the
amount of services given to the operating activity
centers,no cost is devoted to other activity centers
(supporting and staff) evenif they are using the
services of this activity center.
2-4 One- directional allotment method
In this method, the costs of the supporting units
are devoted to both operating activity centers and
other parts of the supporting units. However, the cost
devotion is one- directional.
3-4 Two- directional allotment method
Although comparing to one-directional allotment
method this is a more real method, considering the
fact that in cost devotion a static manner is the
criterion, so, it does not determine the costs allotted
to each activity center completely.
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4-4 Synchronic equation use method
The interaction between the activity centers is
considered to devote the costs in this method and
applying the devotion basis, the costs which are
developed between the service receiving center,
devoted to each activity center and calculated, are a
combination of direct costs from the same activity
center and the other costs devoted to it. To do so, for
all activity centers a cost allotment matrix is
considered and the costs of each activity center is
shown in the matrix according to the allotment basis,
then using the converse operation matrix the devoted
costs to each activity center are calculated.
The fifth step: Standard costing and how to
calculate the costing price in diagnostic activity
centers
To attain the costing price information in
systems which have no availability of such
information, two methods can be used:
1.
Using the costing price information in other
similar system
2.
Performing standardization operation and
calculating the costing price in the intended
system
The sixth step: The costing information of
diagnostic activity centers (output-based)
1. Radiology activity center
Different diagnostic activities are performed in
the unit of radiology such as radiography,
sonography and
The seven step: costing information in operating
unit (patient-based)
The activity of the operative units in hospital is
related to the direct presentation of sanitary and
remedial services. Regarding costing, these units are
considered as the final focus of the costs and all the
activities performed in the units of supporting and
diagnostic.
Finally, lead to the functions performed in these
units. The output of the operating units is actually
"beds a day" during the internded period of the
study.
After costing, cost allotments and determining
the costs of each activity center, on the basis of
"beds a day" in operating units, these costs are
divided by the beds a day and by taking the average
of the costing price for each day of "beds a day" is
obtained for each activity center.
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Results:
Considering the nature of the activity-based
costing system (ABC), it can be used for all serviceprovider units (production and industrial) worldwide.
But it should be noticed that according to the criteria
for using this method of costing, the system must be
performed after investigating the possibility of
applying this activity-based costing system.
Since the costing price data obtained from both
ABC and traditional method are related to the same
data, and our two populations are not separated, thus,
a paired T-Test or non-parametrical method were
used for paired data.
To do this, first we test the assumption of the data
normality by Kolmogorov- Smirnov (k-s) test, so we
have.
As determined in the below table, (p) is 96% for
traditional method and 99% for ABCmethod, thus a
paired T-Test is used. According to the calculations, t
is equal to 102/788- percent for activity-based
costing system regarding the point that the
probability (error) value (p-value) is less than 5
percent and equal to 0.01.
Thus, regarding the tables obtained by statistical
tests, it was determined that there is a significant
difference between the costing price information

from the activity-based costing system and the
traditional system commonly used in hospital. It can
be concluded that applying the activity-based costing
system is possible in Lamerd Valiyeasr Hospital, as
well using ABC method, the hospital can have a
more acute costing price comparing to the traditional
methods.
The costs of each activity center = the costs
related to each activity center (direct and indirect) +
the percent of the costs from other activity centers
belonged to this center.
Table 1- One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smimov Test
Sonati

AB C

9

9

Mean

18567-1578

20334.9167
651.41682

N
Nomal Parameters
(a,b)

Std. Daviation

663.11792

Most Extreme

Absolute

-165

.141

Differences

Positive

-112

.087

Negative

-165

-141

-496

.424

-966

.994

Kolmogorov-Smimov
Z
Asymp.Sig. (2-tailed)
a test distribution is normal.
b calculated from data.

Table 2- Prime Samples Test
Paired Differences
95%Confodance
Interval of the

Pair 1

Sonati.
AB

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

0

51.59453

17.19818

1767.7589

Conclusion:
According to the present study which was about
applying the activity-based costing for calculating the
costing price in Lamerd Valiyeasr Hospital, the
results suggest that the costing price tariff by
applying ABC method is considerably different from
those by traditional methods. Furthermore, the large
amount of the indirect expenses in hospital indicates
that the sources are not used correctly.
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Difference
Lower

Upper

0

0

1807.4180

1728.0998

t

df

Sig.(2.tailed)

-102

8

.000
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بررسي روند فعلي تعيين هزينههاي خدمات بر اساس هزينه عملكرد در بيمارستان
وليعصر ﻻمرد فارس
بيژن عابديني  ،١وحيده علينژاد

٢

 ١استاديار ،گروه حسابداري ٢ ،مربي ،گروه حسابداري ،دانشگاه هرمزگان ،بندرعباس ،ايران.
مجله پزشكي هرمزگان سال نوزدهم شماره چهارم  ٩4صفحات .275-282

چكيده

ﻣﻘدﻣﻪ:

هزينه بر مبناي فعاليت با عمﻠكرد يكي از روشهاي نويﻦ در ﺗعييﻦ هزينه محصول و خدمات براي اطﻼعات مورد

نياز مديران ميباشد .ايﻦ اطﻼعات ميﺗواند در ﺗصميمگيري صحيح و مناسب مﻔيد باشد .هدف مطالعه حاضر ،ﺗعييﻦ هزينه
خدمات ارائه شده ارائه شده در بيمارستان وليعصر ﻻمرد بر اساس روش هزينه عمﻠكرد ميباشد.

روشكار :مطالعه حاضر از نوع ﺗوصيﻔي و مقطعي است و  ٩مركز ارائه خدمات در بيمارستان وليعصر ﻻمرد فارس بر
اساس روش هزينه عمﻠكرد در سال  ١٣٩٢مورد ارزشيابي قرار گرفتند و ابزار جمعآوري دادهها ،چك ليستهايي بود كه بر
اساس هزينههاي مستقيم و غيرمستقيم در مراكز ارائه خدمات ﺗكميل ميشدند .در ايﻦ مطالعه ،هزينهها بر اساس روش
ﺗخصيص مستقيم هزينهها مورد ارزيابي قرار گرفتند.

نتايج :نتايج نشان ميدهد كه هزينهها در  ٩مركز ارائه خدمات به طور معنيداري بيش از ﺗعرفههاي ﺗعييﻦ شده در

نويسنده مسئول:

سالهاي مورد مطالعه بوده است.
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گروه حسابداري دانشگاه هرمزگان
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مطالعه اخير نشان ميدهد كه ﺗﻔاوت معنيداري بيﻦ قيمت واقعي خدمات و ﺗعرفههاي ﺗعييﻦ شده وجود

دارد .هزينههاي خدمات را ميﺗوان با اصﻼح روشها به خصوص در مديريت نيروي انساني و استاندارد كردن خدمات در
استﻔاده بهينه از آنها ،بهوبد بخشيد.
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